FRESH: THE HOTTEST AUTOMOTIVE GEAR

COBRA ELECTRONICS iRADAR S-SERIES
773.889.8870 | COBRA.COM |

FACEBOOK.COM/COBRAELECTRONICS |

@COBRAELECTRONIC

The award-winning Cobra iRadar S-Series is the first under-the-hood radar/laser/camera detector to
utilize a Bluetooth connection to a smartphone. This innovative design is ideal for drivers who want
the most up-to-date radar/laser/camera detection without having to mount the unit on the windshield
or dashboard of their vehicle. MSRP: $299.95

HOLLEY MODULAR MID-RISE INTAKE FOR GM LS1/LS2/LS6
270.782.2900 | HOLLEY.COM |
@HOLLEYPERFORMANCE

FACEBOOK.COM/HOLLEYPERFORMANCE

The Modular Mid-Rise intake utilizes the popular Holley LS1/LS2/LS6 cathedral port Mid-Rise 2 x
4 intake manifold along with a purpose-built plenum base adapter and a Holley 92mm EFI plenum
top, which converts it into a Mid-Rise EFI intake manifold. With a max overall height of only 10.44”,
the Mid-Rise manifold is an excellent choice for street and performance street/strip applications
with a powerband from 1,500-6,500 rmp and limited hood clearance. It’s perfect for a blow-thru or
turbocharged application. MSRP: $625.00

K&N WASHABLE / REUSABLE BILLET OIL FILTERS
800.858.3333 | KNFILTERS.COM |

FACEBOOK.COM/KNFILTERS |

@KNFILTERS

K&N is proud to release a new reusable oil filter that will last the lifetime of your vehicle under
normal vehicle operating conditions. The filter housing, bypass valve and call plate are CNC
machined from Billet 6061 T6 Aluminum. The filter cartridge uses stainless steel micro-screen and
end caps bonded into a single piece for extra durability. The mechanical filtration is accomplished
with dual woven T 304 stainless steel micro-screen that provides excellent engine protection, while
providing substantial increase in oil flow when compared to standard disposable oil filters. The
filter cartridge contains
two Neodymium magnets
located in the filter screens
for additional capacity and
debris removal. Each oil
filter is manufactured from
high-quality materials and
components, designed for
very high-flow rates at
low restriction, provides
excellent engine protection
and is easy to clean and
maintain. MSRP: $219.00
TO $239.00
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